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The GSK3 signaling axis regulates adaptive glutamine metabolism in lung 
squamous cell carcinoma 
Milica Momcilovic,1 Sean T. Bailey,1 Jason T. Lee,3,11 Michael C. Fishbein,2 Daniel Braas,3,5 James Go,3 Thomas G. 

Graeber,3,4,5 Francesco Parlati,12 Susan Demo,12 Rui Li,1 Tonya C. Walser,1 Michael Gricowski,13 Robert 

Shuman,13 Julio Ibarra,13 Deborah Fridman,14 Michael E. Phelps,3,11 Karam Badran,6 Maie St. John,6 Nicholas M. 

Bernthal,7 Noah Federman,4,9 Jane Yanagawa,1,8 Steven M. Dubinett,1,2,4 Saman Sadeghi,3 Heather R. 

Christofk,3,4,5,10 and David B. Shackelford1,4,§ 

Introduction 
Lung squamous cell carcinomas (SCC) are a highly aggressive subset of non-small cell lung cancer 
(NSCLC). Patients with lung SCC have a worse prognosis than those with lung adenocarcinomas (ADC) 
(Morgensztern et al., 2009). Lung SCC utilize high levels of glucose metabolism to meet the anabolic and 
catabolic needs required to sustain rapid tumor growth and are readily detected by 18F-fluoro-2-
deoxyglucose positron emission tomography (18F-FDG PET) (Goodwin et al., 2017). Higher uptake of 18F-
FDG by tumors predicts higher risk of recurrence as well as lower overall survival in patients with NSCLC 
regardless of histology (Berghmans et al., 2008). Moreover, lung SCC are highly resistant to conventional 
chemotherapy and many patients on recently approved checkpoint inhibitors eventually progress after an 
initial response (Brahmer et al., 2015) highlighting the need to identify druggable targets to more 
effectively treat this disease. 

The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) for lung SCC revealed frequent mutations in receptor tyrosine kinases 
(RTKs), AKT and PI3K that converge to activate the mechanistic target of rapamycin (mTOR) signaling 
pathway (Ding et al., 2008; Hammerman et al., 2012). The mTOR pathway is a key positive regulator of 
cell growth and metabolism (Guertin and Sabatini, 2007). Importantly, the PI3K-AKT-mTOR signaling 
axis is a druggable pathway as evidenced by multiple early phase clinical trials which have begun assessing 
targeted therapies against PI3K, AKT and mTOR in lung cancer 
(NCT01493843, NCT01248247, NCT01058707). However, single therapy targeted agents against the 
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PI3K-AKT-mTOR pathway have had limited clinical efficacy suggesting the need to identify more 
effective combinatorial strategies. 

Failure of single therapy kinase inhibitors to successfully treat lung SCC suggests that these tumors are not 
solely dependent on PI3K-AKT-mTOR signaling and glucose metabolism for survival. Agreeing with 
clinical results, we have demonstrated that chronic inhibition with the catalytic mTOR kinase inhibitor 
MLN128 effectively inhibited mTOR and suppressed glucose metabolism in both ADC and SCC tumor 
subtypes but failed to restrict tumor growth in lung SCC (Momcilovic et al., 2015). These results suggested 
that lung SCC may utilize alternate nutrients such as amino acids to circumvent MLN128-mediated 
suppression of glycolysis. Lung SCC upregulate the glucose transporter 1 (GLUT1) as well as the 
glutamine transporter SLC1A5 providing further evidence these tumors likely exhibit a dual reliance on 
glucose and glutamine (Goodwin et al., 2017; Hassanein et al., 2013). While acute inhibition of either 
GLUT1 or SLC1A5 transporters impaired survival of NSCLC cells (Goodwin et al., 2017) our data 
suggests chronic suppression of glycolysis through mTOR inhibition may elicit a metabolic adaptation 
through glutaminolysis that is more likely to occur in hypermetabolic tumors such as lung SCC. Recent in 
vivo studies have examined glucose and glutamine metabolism in human NSCLC and identified metabolic 
heterogeneity (Hensley et al., 2016; Sellers et al., 2015). Additionally, in vivo profiling of lung tumors in 
a KrasG12D;Trp53−/− (KP) mutant mouse model of NSCLC demonstrated these tumors were dependent on 
glycolysis for tumor cell survival but not glutamine (Davidson et al., 2016). However, these studies were 
restricted to lung ADC subtypes and, to the best of our knowledge, to date there have been no in 
vivo studies to profile either glucose or glutamine metabolism in lung SCC. In this study we investigated 
the molecular mechanisms by which these tumors adapt their metabolism to overcome suppression of 
glycolysis following chronic inhibition of mTOR. 

Results 

Lung SCC maintain high rates of anabolic growth following chronic suppression of glycolysis with 
the mTOR inhibitor MLN128 

Lung SCC tumors are consistently avid for 18F-FDG suggestive of a hypermetabolic growth phenotype 
(Goodwin et al., 2017). To evaluate rates of proliferation in SCC we analyzed Ki67 mRNA expression 
levels from TCGA for lung SCC and ADC (Ding et al., 2008; Hammerman et al., 2012). We found mRNA 
expression of Ki67 was significantly higher in patients with SCC tumors compared to patients with ADC 
tumors (Figure 1A). We next analyzed Ki67 staining of both ADC and SCC lung tumors from the 
autochthonous KrasG12D;Lkb1−/− (KL) genetically engineered mouse model (GEMM) that develops tumors 
with multiple histologies including both ADC and SCC tumors as previously described (Ji et al., 2007). 
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Figure 1. 

Chronic MLN128 treatment reduces 18F-FDG uptake, but not tumor cell proliferation in a KL mouse model of SCC. 

(A) Ki67 mRNA expression in lung ADC (n = 517) and SCC (n = 501) based on TCGA data analysis. The data are 
represented as the mean ± SD. Statistical significance (****p<0.0001) was calculated using two-tailed t test. (B) 
Representative IHC staining for CK5/TTF1 (top panel) and Ki67 (bottom panel) in tumors from KL mice. SCC – 
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squamous cell carcinoma, ADC – adenocarcinoma. Scale bar = 200 μm. (C) Quantification of Ki67 staining from 
tumors in (B); n = 226 (ADC), n = 31 (SCC). (D) 18F-FDG uptake in lung SCC (n = 14) and ADC (n = 22) from KL 
mice in percent injected dose/gram (% ID/g). (E) Representative GLUT1 staining in lung SCC and ADC tumors 
from KL mice. Scale bar = 200 μm. (F) Quantification of GLUT1 from tumors in (E); n = 126 (ADC), n = 43 (SCC). 
(G) Dosing regiment for KL mice treated daily with Vehicle or MLN128 according to indicated scheme. (H) 
Representative 18F-FDG PET/CT images from KL mice treated with Vehicle or MLN128 for 8 weeks. Tumors are 
circled with arrow; T = tumor; H = heart. (I) Quantification of 18F-FDG signal (% ID/g) after 8 weeks of treatment; n 
= 12 (ADC), n = 7 (SCC). (J) Representative CK5/TTF1, Ki67 and p4EBP1 staining of lung SCC tumors from KL 
mice treated with Vehicle or MLN128 for 8 weeks. Scale bar = 50 μm (K) Quantification of Ki67 staining (left 
panel; n = 25 (Vehicle), n = 25 (MLN128)) and p4EBP1 staining (right panel; n = 9 (Vehicle), n = 20 (MLN128)) in 
SCC tumors from (J). (L) Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) of genes involved in Core Glycolysis and Pentose 
Phosphate Pathway from tumors isolated from KL mice treated daily with Vehicle or MLN128 for 8 weeks. NES = 
normalized enrichment score; FDR q = false discovery rate q-value. The data are represented as the mean ± SEM. 
Statistical significance (****p<0.0001; ns, not significant) was calculated using two-tailed t test. See also Figure S1. 

We confirmed that Ki67 was significantly increased in the SCC compared to ADC tumor compartments 
(Figures 1B and and1C).1C). We differentiated SCC and ADC tumors by staining for cytokeratin 5 (CK5) 
as a marker of squamous cells and thyroid transcription factor (TTF1) as a marker of ADC (Figures 1B). 
We reasoned the higher Ki67 index in SCC meant higher metabolic demands to sustain their accelerated 
anabolic growth. We took advantage of 18F-FDG PET and computed tomography (CT) imaging and 
quantified uptake of 18F-FDG between SCC and ADC tumors in KL mice. We confirmed that lung SCC 
tumors had significantly higher 18F-FDG uptake and GLUT1 staining compared to ADC (Figures 1D–
1F and S1A). These results demonstrate the KL model accurately modeled the hypermetabolic glycolytic 
phenotype(s) of lung SCC tumors seen in patients. 

We previously showed that chronic treatment of KL mice with the catalytic mTOR kinase inhibitor 
MLN128 significantly reduced the total number of lesions (Momcilovic et al., 2015). However, we found 
that in every mouse treated with MLN128 there were large SCC tumors that escaped treatment despite 
reduced mTOR signaling. We repeated this study using KL mice according to the scheme in Figure 1G. 
Mice were 18F-FDG PET imaged following 8 weeks of daily treatment with vehicle or MLN128. We again 
saw that SCC consistently escaped MLN128 treatment and that the 18F-FDG signal was significantly 
reduced in MLN128 treated SCC tumors as compared to vehicle treated ones (Figures 1H and and1I).1I). 
While MLN128 induced a metabolic response in SCC tumors and effectively inhibited mTORC1 signaling 
as shown by reduced phosphorylation of the mTORC1 substrate 4EBP1 (p4EBP1), treatment failed to 
reduce the Ki67 index (Figures 1J and and1K).1K). Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) performed on 
vehicle and MLN128 treated KL SCC tumors confirmed a decrease in expression of core genes involved in 
glycolysis, the pentose phosphate pathway and the mTOR pathway (Figures 1L and S1B). Together, our 
data suggests that hypermetabolic SCC tumors can maintain high proliferation rates despite chronic 
suppression of glycolysis with MLN128. 

PET imaging based metabolic profiling of lung SCC identifies high influx of glucose and glutamine 

We hypothesized that for lung SCC to maintain a constant Ki67 index in which majority of the tumor cells 
are cycling (Figure 1C) they must consume an alternate carbon source(s) if glucose metabolism is limited. 
Lung SCC express high levels of both GLUT1 and SLC1A5 transporters and previous studies have shown 
that expression of these transporters correlates with uptake of 18F-FDG and 18F- or 11C-labeled glutamine 
(Goodwin et al., 2017; Hassanein et al., 2016; Momcilovic et al., 2017; Venneti et al., 2015). We explored 
the possibility that SCC tumors may have metabolic dependencies that are distinct from ADCs, and may 
rely on glutamine uptake as a carbon source to supplement glucose restriction. We used PET imaging 
with 18F-FDG and 11C-labeled glutamine (11C-Gln) to noninvasively profile metabolic influx of glucose and 
glutamine in lung SCC. 
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We conducted serial PET imaging of KL mice with 18F-FDG and 11C-Gln within the same week as 
previously described (Momcilovic et al., 2017) (Figure S2). Representative images are shown in Figure 2A. 
In agreement with previous data, SCC tumors were highly avid for 18F-FDG (Figure 2A). We imaged the 
same mouse with 11C-Gln and identified this same tumor was positive for 11C-Gln (Figure 2A). Upon gross 
anatomical examination, we identified a large tumor that was localized below the heart, matching the 
position observed in PET images (Figure 2B). Immunohistochemical (IHC) examination of the tumor 
confirmed it was squamous based on morphology from hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) and positive CK5 
staining (Figures 2C and and2D).2D). As expected, positive GLUT1 staining in the tumor was associated 
with high uptake of 18F-FDG, and positive SLC1A5 staining was associated with high 11C-Gln uptake 
(Figures 2A and and2D2D). 
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Figure 2. 

High influx of glucose and glutamine in lung SCC detected by PET imaging. 

(A) Representative PET and CT images of SCC tumors from KL mice imaged with 18F-FDG and 11C-Glutamine. (B) 
Image of whole lungs and heart from mouse imaged in (A). Tumor is circled. T = tumor. H = heart. (C) Left lung 
lobe and tumor from mouse imaged in (A) stained for hematoxylin and eosin (H&E). Magnified image shown in the 
inset; scale bar = 25 μm. (D) Serial sections of the left lung lobe stained with CK5/TTF1, GLUT1, SLC1A5 from left 
lobe from mouse imaged in (A). Magnified images shown in the inset; scale bar = 25 μm. (E) PET/CT images of KL 
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mouse with both ADC and SCC tumors imaged with CT (left), 18F-FDG (middle), and 11C-Glutamine (right). H = 
heart, L = liver. T1 and T2 are outlined with dashed lines (T1 = the blue line, T2 = the red line). (F) PET/CT imaged 
ADC and SCC lung tumors from (E) were stained with antibodies against CK5/TTF1, GLUT1 and SLC1A5 (left 
side). Scale bar = 1 mm. Magnified images from T1 (blue box) and T2 (red box) are shown on the right side. Scale 
bar = 50 μm. See also Figure S2. 

We next performed comparative PET analysis of 18F-FDG and 11C-Gln uptake between ADC and SCC 
tumor subtypes in KL mice. Figure 2E shows representative PET/CT images of a mouse with two tumors – 
an ADC, labeled T1, and a SCC, labeled T2 (Figure 2F). The ADC (T1) showed lower avidity for both 18F-
FDG and 11C-Gln as compared to the SCC (T2). Histological analysis of the tumors confirmed T1 was an 
ADC and positive for TTF1 while T2 was a SCC and positive for CK5; the SCC tumor (T2) had strong 
plasma membrane staining for both GLUT1 and SLC1A5 as compared to the ADC (T1) (Figure 2F). These 
results demonstrate that in vivo, lung SCCs have high influx of both glucose and glutamine with metabolic 
dependencies that are distinct from lung ADCs. 

In vivo metabolic tracing in lung SCC identifies adaptive glutamine metabolism following chronic 
MLN128 treatment. 

Having established that lung SCC tumors have high influx of glutamine, we explored the possibility that 
glutamine supports biomass generation when glycolysis is inhibited by MLN128. We next measured 
glucose and glutamine consumption in cell culture media in the RH2 human SCC line following treated 
with MLN128. We demonstrated that both MLN128 and the allosteric mTORC1 inhibitor rapamycin 
suppressed glucose uptake while concomitantly inducing an increase in glutamine uptake in vitro (Figures 
3A and S3A). We next stained RH2 tumor sections from mouse xenografts for GLUT1 and SLC1A5 and 
confirmed that both markers are highly expressed on the plasma membrane of tumor cells (Figure 3B). 
Treatment of RH2 xenografts with MLN128 outlined in Figure 3C induced an identical metabolic response 
as seen in SCC tumors from KL mice. MLN128 significantly suppressed 18F-FDG uptake in RH2 tumors 
(Figures 3D and S3B) and inhibited mTORC1 signaling as measured by p4EBP1 staining (Figures 3E and 
and3F),3F), but it failed to reduce tumor growth or tumor cell proliferation as measured by Ki67 staining 
(Figures 3E–3G). 
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Figure 3. 

Lung SCC increase glutaminolysis in vivo following treatment with MLN128. 

(A) Changes in relative uptake of glucose and glutamine by RH2 cells in response to treatment with 50 nM MLN128 
for 72 hr; n = 6 for Vehicle and MLN128. (B) RH2 tumor xenografts stained for GLUT1 and SLC1A5. Scale bar = 
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50 μm. (C) Dosing and PET imaging regimen for RH2 xenografts treated with Vehicle or MLN128 (D) 18F-FDG 
uptake measured by % ID/g in RH2 xenografts following treatment as described in (C); n = 7 (Vehicle), n= 17 
(MLN128). (E) Representative images from RH2 tumors stained for Ki67 or p4EBP1 from mice treated daily with 
Vehicle or MLN128 as described in (C). Scale bar = 100 μm. (F) Quantification of Ki67 (left) and p4EBP1 (right) 
from Vehicle (n = 7) and MLN128 (n = 18) treatment groups. (G) Tumor volumes of RH2 xenografts following 
treatment with Vehicle (n = 7) or MLN128 (n = 17). (H) Overview of dosing and 13C6-Glucose infusion of RH2 
xenografts. (I) Schematic of isotopomer conversion from fully labeled glucose. (J, K, and L) Graphs representing 
percent M3 labeled lactate (J), M2 labeled citrate (K) and M3 labeled aspartate (L) in RH2 tumors from mice treated 
with Vehicle (n = 4) or MLN128 (n = 6) and infused with 13C6-Glucose. (M) Overview of dosing and 13C5-Glutamine 
infusion of RH2 xenografts. (N). Schematic of isotopomer conversion from fully labeled glutamine. (O, P, and Q) 
Graphs representing percent M5 labeled glutamine (O), M5 labeled glutamate (P) and M4 labeled aspartate (Q) in 
RH2 tumors from mice treated with Vehicle (n = 5) or MLN128 (n = 6) and infused with 13C5-Glutamine. The data 
are represented as the mean ± SEM. Statistical significance (*p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***<0.001; ****p<0.0001; ns, not 
significant) was calculated using two-tailed t test. See also Figure S3. 

We next directly measured contribution of glucose to TCA cycle intermediates by perfusing RH2 mouse 
xenografts with 13C6-Glucose represented in Figure 3H. The expected distribution of labeled carbons as 
glucose enters glycolysis and the TCA cycle is shown in Figure 3I. Glucose can contribute two carbons to 
citrate via acetyl-coA and three carbons to both lactate and aspartate. Plasma glucose enrichment reached 
63% (± 9.7%) in mice infused with 13C6-Glucose for 120 min (Figure S3C). We detected significantly 
lower levels of lactate (M3 labeled) derived from 13C6-glucose in MLN128 treated mice compared with 
vehicle treated mice (Figure 3J). We also detected significantly lower levels of citrate (M2 labeled) and 
aspartate (M3 labeled) derived from 13C6-Glucose in MLN128 group, suggesting that contribution of 
glucose to TCA cycle was lowered by MLN128 (Figures 3K and and3L).3L). The reduced glucose 
metabolism in MLN128 treated tumors is not due to differential glucose uptake as both unlabeled (M0) and 
fully labeled (M6) glucose were present at similar levels in vehicle and MLN128 treated tumors (Figure 
S3D). We also did not detect a decrease in ATP or AMP levels in MLN128 treated tumors (Figure S3E). 

Next, we repeated the RH2 xenograft experiment and perfused mice with 13C5-Glutamine (Figure 3M). The 
expected distribution of labeled carbons from fully labeled glutamine is shown in Figure 3N. We detected 
significantly higher uptake of fully labeled (M5) glutamine in tumors in the MLN128 treated group 
compared to the vehicle group, (Figure 3O and S3F) suggesting that glutamine uptake is enhanced when 
glycolysis is restricted. We also detected significantly higher levels of fully labeled (M5) glutamate derived 
from 13C5-glutamine in MLN128 treated tumors (Figure 3P and S3F). Aspartate is a critical amino acid that 
supports proliferation (Sullivan et al., 2015). We detected a four-fold increase in levels of labeled aspartate 
(M4) derived from 13C5-glutamine in MLN128 treated tumors compared to vehicle treated tumors (Figure 
3Q and S3F), suggesting that glutamine undergoes oxidative decarboxylation (Metallo et al., 2012; Mullen 
et al., 2012) and is used to replenish TCA cycle intermediates depleted by treatment with MLN128 and 
subsequent reduced glycolysis. Overall, our data describes a metabolic reliance of lung SCC on both 
glucose and glutamine in vivo that enables tumors to rapidly adapt to MLN128-mediated suppression of 
glycolysis. 

The GSK3α/β pathway upregulates cMYC and cJUN to drive adaptive glutamine metabolism in 
lung SCC following chronic mTOR inhibition. 

We next sought to identify the molecular mechanism(s) regulating metabolic adaptation in lung SCC that 
enabled them to escape MLN128 treatment. Tumor cells can adapt to prolonged treatment with rapamycin 
or catalytic mTOR inhibitors by upregulating receptor tyrosine kinase(s) and AKT activity (Momcilovic et 
al., 2015; Rodrik-Outmezguine et al., 2011). We previously found that SCC tumors from KL mice that 
escaped MLN128 treatment had increased levels of phospho-AKT Thr308 (pAKTT308) as well as increased 
levels of the phosphorylated form of its downstream substrate glycogen synthase kinase 3 (GSK3α/β), a 
regulator of cell growth and proliferation, which AKT phosphorylates at Ser21/Ser9 (pGSK3α/βS21/9). 
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Inhibition of AKT had additive effects when combined with mTOR inhibitors MLN128 or rapamycin in 
vitro (Momcilovic et al., 2015). We sought to investigate the pathways downstream of pGSK3α/βS21/9 to 
better understand how the AKT and GSK3α/β pathways may regulate metabolic adaptation in SCC tumors. 

Active GSK3α/β modulates the protein stability of the transcription factors cMYC and cJUN by facilitating 
their degradation by E3 ubiquitin ligases (Xu et al., 2009) as represented in Figure 4A. Both cMYC and 
cJUN regulate the gene expression of glutaminase (GLS) (Gao et al., 2009; Lukey et al., 2016), which is an 
enzyme that catalyzes the conversion of glutamine to glutamate. Phosphorylation of GSK3α/β at serine 21 
and 9 inhibits activity and results in increased protein stability of both cMYC and cJUN (Gregory et al., 
2003; Sears et al., 2000; Wei et al., 2005) (Figure 4A). These studies suggest that GSK3α/β may serve as a 
key node that upregulates GLS expression and glutamine metabolism following mTOR inhibition. 
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Figure 4. 

GSK3α/β regulates cMYC and cJUN protein levels and glutaminase activity. 

(A) Model of GSK3α/β-mediated regulation of glutaminase (GLS). (B) Lung SCC tumor lysates from KL mice 
treated daily with Vehicle or MLN128 for 8 weeks were immunoblotted with the indicated antibodies. (C) Human 
SCC/LCC cell lines (RH2 and H460) and ADC cell lines (A549 and H838) were treated with 50 nM or 100 nM 
MLN128 for 72 hr. Lysates were probed with indicated antibodies. (D) Human cell lines H460 (top) and RH2 
(bottom) were treated with increasing doses of GSK3 inhibitor CHIR99021 (GSK3i) for indicated time. Lysates 
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were probed with indicated antibodies. (E) Humans cell lines RH2 and H460 were treated with Vehicle or GSK 
inhibitor CHIR99021 (GSKi) in the presence of either esiEGFP or increasing doses of esiMyc (top panel) or either 
siScr or increasing doses of siJun (bottom panel) for 72 hr. Lysates were probed with indicated antibodies. (F and G) 
Relative uptake of glucose and glutamine in human cell line H460 (F) or RH2 (G) following 72 hr treatment with 10 
μM GSKi; n = 6 for Vehicle and GSKi. (H and I) GLS activity measured in H460 (H) and RH2 (I) cells following 
treatment with Vehicle or 10 μM GSKi for 72 hr; n = 3 for Vehicle and GSKi. The data are represented as the mean 
± SEM. Statistical significance (*p<0.05; ****p<0.0001) was calculated using two-tailed t test. See also Figure S4. 

The model in Figure 4A proposes that inhibition of AKT should prevent GSK3α/β mediated upregulation 
of GLS in the presence of MLN128. Interestingly, we found that nanomolar doses of the pan AKT inhibitor 
MK2206 induced cMYC expression (Figure S4A), agreeing with a recent study that showed Lapatinib 
mediated AKT inhibition resulted in cMYC upregulation in breast cancer cells (Matkar et al., 2015). The 
combination of low dose MLN128 and MK2206 failed to fully suppress upregulation of GLS (Figure S4A) 
suggesting that MLN128+MK2206 may not be an effective treatment combination for lung SCC. This 
prompted us to identify druggable targets downstream of GSK3α/β that would overcome resistance to 
MLN128. 

Examination of GSK3α/β signaling in lung SCC tumor lysates isolated from KL mice showed increased 
phosphorylation of AKTT308 and GSK3α/βS21/9 in MLN128 treated tumors as compared to vehicle (Figure 
4B). We also observed an increase in total levels of PDK1, a protein that relays signal from RTKs to AKT 
while total levels of GSK3α/β were not changed (Figure S4B). We identified that MLN128 treated SCCs 
had higher levels of nuclear localized cMYC and cJUN as well as the KGA isoform of GLS (Figures 4B, 
and S4C). The GLS antibody correctly identified both KGA and GAC isoforms and was validated using 
shRNAs against GLS (Figure S4D). We found cJUN was phosphorylated at Ser73 (a JNK target site) 
(Figures S4B and S4C), marking transcriptionally active cJUN (Lukey et al., 2016). Both mTORC1 
substrates pS6K and p4EBP1 were reduced in MLN128 treated tumors confirming mTORC1 was 
sufficiently inhibited in these tumors (Figure 4B). Interestingly, protein levels of GLUT1 and SLC1A5 did 
not change significantly (Figure S4B). 

We next measured response to MLN128 in human lung SCC and large cell carcinoma (LCC) lines RH2 
and H460, respectively. Nanomolar doses of MLN128 inhibited mTORC1 as shown by reduced p4EBP1 
(Figure 4C). Both cell lines showed an increase in pAKTT308, pGSK3α/βS21/9 and cMYC in response to 
MLN128 treatment (Figure 4C). Interestingly, we observed a modest increase in GLS in RH2 but not H460 
cells. The differential response to MLN128 between RH2 and H460 predicts that in vivo H460 tumor 
xenografts may be responsive to MLN128 while RH2 tumors are expected to be refractory to MLN128. 

Additionally, we examined lung ADC cell lines to determine if the molecular response to MLN128 was 
unique to SCC tumors or conserved across both tumor histologies. Nanomolar doses of MLN128 inhibited 
mTORC1 in lung ADC cell lines A549 and H838 as measured by reduced levels of p4EBP1 (Figure 4C). 
Of note, we observed higher p4EBP1 levels in SCC than ADC (Figure 4C). While A549 cells showed a 
modest increase in pAKTT308 levels following MLN128 treatment, both ADC lines showed no change in 
pGSK3α/βS21/9, cMYC or cJUN levels (Figure 4C). Furthermore, MLN128 induced a reduction in GLS in 
both ADC cell lines opposite that which was observed in SCC cells. 

We next tested whether inhibition of GSK3α/β activity in human NSCLC cell lines would lead to increased 
cMYC, cJUN and GLS protein levels. We treated RH2 and H460 cell lines with increasing doses of the 
GSK3α/β inhibitor (GSK3i) CHIR99021 and evaluated levels of GLS, cMYC and cJUN. GSK3i induced a 
dose dependent increase in the protein levels of GLS, cMYC and cJUN (Figure 4D) in both cell lines. This 
agrees with data from KL GEMMs shown in Figure 4B. Interestingly, while cMYC protein levels increased 
within 24 hr, both cJUN and GLS had more pronounced increase in protein levels at 72 hr (Figure 4D). 
Similar to tumor lysates from KL mice, cJUN was phosphorylated at Ser73 (a JNK target site) in H460 and 
RH2 cells (Figures S4E and S4F). 
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We next performed siRNA-mediated knockdown of cMYC or cJUN in RH2 and H460 cells in the presence 
of GSK3i and measured GLS protein levels. We showed that following cJUN knockdown, both RH2 and 
H460 cells are unable to upregulate GLS in the presence of GSK3i thus demonstrating a reliance on cJUN 
(Figure 4E bottom panel red box). In contrast, cMYC knockdown did not hinder GLS upregulation in RH2 
cells while H460 cells were unable to upregulate GLS following cMYC knockdown (Figure 4E top panel 
blue box). These results suggest H460 cells but not RH2 cells may be reliant on cMYC to upregulate 
glutamine metabolism. Of note, we did observe that RH2 cells have higher basal expression of cMYC and 
are more resistant to cMYC knockdown than H460 cells. In addition, inhibition of the Jun N-terminal 
Kinase (JNK) using the JNK inhibitor JNK-IN-8 (Derijard et al., 1994) reduced phosphorylation of cJUN at 
Ser73 and cooperated with MLN128 to reduce cell viability in lung SCC cell lines (Figures S4G–J). 
Collectively, these results suggest cJUN may be a conserved regulator of GLS while cMYC regulation of 
GLS was cell line dependent. 

Lastly, we tested whether the GSK3i-mediated increased GLS protein resulted in increased glutamine 
consumption in tumor cells. H460 and RH2 cells that were treated with 10 μM of GSK3i for 72 hr showed 
increased consumption of glutamine (Figure 4F and and4G)4G) compared to vehicle treated cells. 
GSK3α/β inhibition also resulted in a concomitant increase in glucose consumption (Figures 4F and 
and4G).4G). This is explained by increased protein levels of hexokinase II (HKII) (Figures S4E and S4F). 
HKII is a MYC target gene that is suppressed by MLN128 resulting in reduced 18F-FDG signal in MLN128 
treated tumors (Momcilovic et al., 2015). Next, we directly evaluated GLS activity in H460 and RH2 cells 
that were treated with GSKi for 72 hr. Cells treated with 10 μM GSKi showed increased activity of GLS 
relative to cells treated with vehicle (Figures 4H and and4I).4I). These results suggest that GSK3α/β 
modulates adaptive glutamine metabolism through regulation of cMYC and cJUN, leading to increased 
uptake of glutamine and increased GLS activity. 

GSK3α/β activity is a predictor of either response or resistance to single therapy MLN128 in 
human lung SCC. 

Our data in Figure 4 showed that inactivation of GSK3α/β confers resistance to MLN128 through 
upregulation of GLS. The data also suggest that the phosphorylation state of GSK3α/βS21/9 is predictive of 
differentiating responders and non-responders to single therapy MLN128. To test this we implanted mice 
with human lung SCC/LCC tumor lines RH2, H1703, H460 and H2170 and began daily treatment with 
vehicle or MLN128 when tumors reached a volume of 50 mm3-150 mm3. We identified that RH2 and 
H1703 tumor xenografts were unresponsive to single therapy MLN128 while H460 and H2170 tumors 
showed significant response to MLN128 (Figures 5A–5D). We classified these tumors as non-responders 
(RH2, H1703) and responders (H460, H2170). Examination of phospho-GSK3α/βS21/9 levels in tumors 
confirmed strong pGSK3α/βS21/9 staining in non-responders and weak pGSK3α/βS21/9 staining in responders 
(comparing Figures 5E to to5F).5F). Examination of cJUN and transcriptionally active phospho-cJUN 
Ser73 (p-cJUNS73) showed that unresponsive tumors with strong pGSK3α/βS21/9 staining also had elevated 
nuclear cJUN and p-cJUNS73 levels as compared to responsive tumors (Figures 5E and and5F).5F). While 
cJUN and p-cJUNS73 expression consistently delineated MLN128 responders from non-responders, cMYC 
staining was variable in both responders and non-responders (Figure S5A and S5B). This may be due to 
frequent MYC amplification, which is a common event in lung SCC tumors (Hammerman et al., 
2012; Malchers et al., 2014). 
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Figure 5. 

GSK3α/β phosphorylation state predicts therapeutic response to MLN128 in vivo. 

(A and B) Tumor volumes for mouse xenografts implanted with human lung SCC cell lines RH2 (A) and H1703 (B) 
and treated daily with Vehicle (n = 8) or MLN128 (n = 16 (RH2), n = 10 (H1703)). (C and D) Tumor volumes for 
mouse xenografts implanted with human lung LCC/SCC cell lines H460 (D) and H2170 (E) and treated daily with 
Vehicle (n = 6 (H460), n = 10 (H2170)) or MLN128 (n = 8 (H460), n = 10 (H2170)). (E) Representative images of 
RH2 (left) and H1703 (right) xenografts stained with antibodies against pGSK3α/βS21/S9, cJUN or p-cJUNS73. Scale 
bar = 50 μm. (F) Representative images of H460 (left) and H2170 (right) xenografts stained with antibodies against 
pGSK3α/βS21/S9, cJUN or p-cJUNS73. Scale bar = 50 μm. (G and H) PDX005 and PDX007 were treated daily with 
Vehicle (n = 8 (PDX005), n = 9 (PDX007)) or MLN128 (n = 11 (PDX005), n = 9 (PDX007)) for 16 days (PDX005) 
or 13 days (PDX007). (I) Representative images of PDX005 and PDX007 tumors stained with antibodies against 
pGSK3α/βS21/S9, cJUN or p-cJUNS73. Scale bar = 50 μm. The tumor volumes are represented as the mean ± SEM. 
Statistical significance for final tumor volumes was calculated using a two-tailed t test. See also Figure S5. 
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We next sought to test whether pGSK3α/βS21/9 was a predictive marker of MLN128 response in human 
PDXs of lung SCC. Before treating PDXs with MLN128, we functionally characterized metabolism and 
protein biomarkers in lung SCC PDXs to confirm these tumors retained a hypermetabolic and glycolytic 
phenotype similar to the patients’ primary tumors (Figure S5C–S5E). 18F-FDG PET imaging confirmed that 
PDX005 and PDX007 retained a hypermetabolic, 18F-FDG avid and glycolytic tumor phenotype (Figure 
S5D and S5E), which was identical to the patient’s primary tumor phenotype (comparing Figures 
S5C to S5D). Importantly, PDXs had high activation of the mTOR pathway as indicated by positive 
staining for p4EBP1 (Figure S5F), thus making these PDXs logical candidates for MLN128 therapy. In 
addition, both PDXs had positive staining GLUT1 and SLC1A5 (Figure S5F), correlating with high 18F-
FDG uptake and suggesting high influx of glutamine agreeing with data from KL mice in Figures 2 and 
and3.3. These results confirm that lung SCC tumors have a conserved hypermetabolic phenotype that can 
be accurately modeled in not only xenografts and GEMMs but also PDXs. 

We treated NSG mice with vehicle or MLN128 for 16 days (PDX005) or 13 days (PDX007) and identified 
PDX005 as partial responder to MLN128, while PDX007 was completely non-responsive to MLN128 
(Figures 5G and and5H).5H). We identified differential pGSK3α/βS21/9 staining between PDXs, with 
PDX007 having a stronger pGSK3α/βS21/9 staining signal compared to PDX005 (Figure 5I). In addition, we 
identified that PDX007 had a modest increase in cJUN, p-cJUNS73 and cMYC staining compared to 
PDX005 (Figures 5I and S5G). Together, our data supports pGSK3α/βS21/9 as a predictive biomarker that 
correlates with response to treatment with MLN128. 

CB-839 overcomes metabolic adaptation to MLN128 in human lung SCC. 

The ability of both lung SCC xenografts and PDXs to rapidly adapt their metabolism to single MLN128 
treatment via upregulation of glutaminolysis suggested that selective inhibition of GLS may successfully 
overcome therapy resistance. We examined whether combining MLN128 with GLS inhibitor CB-839 
would result in an improved therapy response in lung SCC. We first tested combinatorial MLN128 and CB-
839 treatment in a panel of 9 human lung SCC cell lines. Single and combinatorial treatment with MLN128 
or CB-839 significantly reduced cell viability compared to vehicle, and combinatorial MLN128+CB-839 
treatment further reduced viability compared single therapy MLN128 and CB-839 (Figure 6A). 
Additionally, we tested rapamycin in combination with CB-839 and found the two compounds cooperated 
to significantly reduce cell viability in lung SCC cell lines (Figure S6A). 
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Figure 6. 

GLS inhibition overcomes resistance to MLN128 in lung SCC tumors. 

(A) Cell viability of a panel of 9 lung SCC/LCC cell lines (RH2, H460, HCC15, SW900, H1703, H226, H520, 
H596, H2170) that were treated with Vehicle, 20 nM MLN128 (MLN), 1 μM CB-839 (CB-839) or 20 nM 
MLN128+1 μM CB-839 (MLN+CB) for 72 hr. n = 3 for each cell line. (B) Tumor volumes of RH2 tumor xenografts 
treated with Vehicle (black; n = 8), MLN128 (red; n = 8), CB-839 (green; n = 8) or MLN128+CB-839 (blue; n = 8) 
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for 5 days. Start of treatment is indicated with red arrow. (C) Representative images of RH2 tumors treated with 
Vehicle, MLN128 (MLN), CB-839 or MLN+CB-839 and stained for Ki67 (left) or p4EBP1 (right). Scale bar = 25 
μm. (D and E) Tumor volumes of PDX005 (D) and PDX007 (E) treated with Vehicle (black; n = 10 (PDX005), n = 
9 (PDX007)), MLN128 (red; n = 11 (PDX005), n = 9 (PDX007)), CB-839 (green; n = 8 (PDX005), n = 9 (PDX007)) 
or MLN128+CB-839 (blue; n = 13 (PDX005), n = 12 (PDX007)) for 16 days (for PDX005) or 13 days (for 
PDX007). (F) Overview of delivery of CB-839 as a second line therapy to KL mice treated daily with MLN128 
treatment. (G) Percent necrosis per tumor area in KL mice treated with MLN128+vehicle (n = 8) or MLN128+CB-
839 (n = 7) (H) Representative H&E slides with necrosis from tumors quantified in (G). Scale bar = 1 mm. (I) 
Overview of delivery of CB-839 as a second line therapy to PDX005. (J) Tumor volumes for PDX005 treated with 
Vehicle (black; n = 10) or MLN128 (red; n = 11) or MLN128+CB-839 second line therapy (blue; n = 8). Start of 
second line therapy is indicated with the blue arrow. The data are represented as the mean ± SEM. Statistical 
significance (*p<0.05; **p<0.01; ****p<0.0001; ns, not significant) was calculated using a non-parametric one-way 
ANOVA (Tukey test) for panel (A) and a two-tailed t-test for panels (B, D, E, G, J). Statistical significance for 
panels B, D, E and J was calculated between final tumor volumes in MLN128 group and MLN+CB839 group. See 
also Figure S6. 

Next, we tested MLN128 in combination with CB-839 in vivo using RH2 xenografts, which were non-
responsive to single MLN128 therapy (Figure 5A), in order to determine if CB-839 could overcome 
therapy resistance to MLN128. Single therapy MLN128 and CB-839 treatments showed no reduction in 
tumor volume compared to the vehicle group, however, combinatorial MLN128+CB-839 treatment 
significantly slowed tumor growth (Figure 6B) and significantly reduced tumor cell proliferation measured 
by Ki67 (Figure 6C). As expected, MLN128 effectively inhibited mTORC1 as measured by reduced 
p4EBP1 (Figure 6C). 

We repeated combination therapy using PDX models PDX005 and PDX007. In both PDXs CB-839 
treatment alone had no effect on tumor growth and MLN128 alone slowed tumor growth only in PDX005 
but not PDX007 as shown in Figure 4. In both PDXs the combination of MLN128 and CB-839 
significantly reduced tumor growth (Figures 6D and and6E).6E). We also tested rapamycin alone or in 
combination with CB-839 in PDX005 and demonstrated that combination therapy significantly reduced 
tumor volume compared to vehicle or single treatments (Figure S6B). 

To more closely mirror therapeutic regimens used in a clinical setting, we tested CB-839 as a second line 
therapy to treat tumors progressing on single therapy mTOR inhibitors. We first modeled this treatment 
regiment in KL GEMMs, which were treated with MLN128 for 8 weeks followed by acute treatment with 
CB-839 (Figure 6F). Treatment with second line therapy lasted between 5 and 13 days at which point lung 
tumors were analyzed by histology. We identified significant tumor cell death in mice treated with second 
line CB-839 compared to those receiving only MLN128, with a nearly 3 fold increase in tumor necrosis in 
tumors receiving CB-839 (Figures 6G and and6H).6H). We also tested second line CB-839 treatment in 
PDX005 as outlined in Figure 6I. Identical to KL GEMMs, we discovered that second line CB-839 
treatment cooperated with MLN128 to significantly reduce tumor growth (Figure 6J). Collectively, these 
results demonstrate that CB-839 overcame acquired metabolic resistance to MLN128. CB-839 was highly 
effective when used as either a first or second line therapy with MLN128 to significantly reduce growth of 
human lung SCC. 

Hypermetabolic tumors share a conserved metabolic signature that predicts patient outcome and 
therapeutic response to mTOR and GLS inhibition. 

Due to the lack of defined genetic mutations in the human lung SCC that are predictive of therapeutic 
response to targeted therapies, we reasoned that stratification of human lung SCCs by metabolic 
phenotypes represents a means to identify patients who would respond to therapies targeting metabolism. 
We identified five proteins whose expression was consistently amplified in 18F-FDG and 11C-Glutamine 
positive SCC lung tumors. These proteins include the glucose and glutamine transporters GLUT1 and 
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SLC1A5, the mTORC1 substrate p4EBP1 as well as pGSK3α/βS21/S9 and p-cJUNS73 and represent the core 
components of what we defined as a metabolic signature in lung SCC based on the data from this study. 

We next mined data sets from TCGA for lung SCC and examined reverse phase protein assay (RPPA) 
analysis performed on patient biopsies. We selected patients that have higher p4EBP1 protein levels (33% 
of total patients) (Figure 7A) and evaluated levels of signaling proteins within the AKT–GSK3α/β–cJUN 
pathway that we mapped in Figure 4. We discovered that lung SCC patients with p4EBP1 positive tumors 
had significantly higher levels of phosphorylated AKT at Ser473 (pAKTS473) and Thr308 (pAKTT308), 
GSK3α/β at Ser21 and Ser9 (pGSK3α/βS21/9), and cJUN at Ser73 (p-cJUNS73) compared to patients with 
lower p4EBP1 levels (Figure 7A). We performed IHC staining on human lung SCC tumors and identified 
that these tumors were consistently marked by amplified levels of the proteins GLUT1 and SLC1A5, 
p4EBP1, pGSK3α/βS21/9 and nuclear p-cJUNS73 staining (Figure 7B), which constitute our metabolic 
signature. 
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Figure 7. 

Human squamous cell carcinomas of the lung, head and neck share a conserved metabolic signature that is predictive 
of survival and therapy response to mTOR and GLS inhibition. 

(A) Oncoprint from TCGA on Lung SCC showing percent of tumors with increased p4EBP1 staining in RPPA data 
set (left). RPPA data comparing status of indicated proteins in tumors with increased p4EBP1 staining (red; n = 162) 
to tumors with decreased p4EBP1 staining (blue; n = 166). The data are represented as the mean ± SD. Statistical 
significance (****p<0.0001) was calculated using two-tailed t test. (B) Representative images from human lung 
SCC tumors stained with GLUT1, SLC1A5, pGSK3α/βS21/S9, p-cJUNS73. Scale bar = 50 μm. (C) Oncoprint from 
TCGA on Head and Neck SCC showing 34% of tumors with increased p4EBP1 staining in RPPA data set (left). 
RPPA data comparing status of indicated proteins in tumors with increased p4EBP1 staining (red; n = 182) to tumors 
with decreased p4EBP1 staining (blue; n = 175). The data are represented as the mean ± SD. Statistical significance 
(**p<0.01; ****p<0.0001) was calculated using two-tailed t test. (D) Representative images from human HNSCC 
tumors stained with GLUT1, SLC1A5, pGSK3α/βS21/S9, p-cJUN S73. Scale bar = 50 μm. (E) Progression free survival 
(left) and overall survival (right) analysis of Lung SCC patients (TCGA data set) stratified for GSK3α/β activity 
based on the ratio of pGSK3α/βS21/S9 to total GSK3α/β. Statistical significance was calculated using log-rank test 
(Mantel-Cox); n = 65 (low GSK3α/β activity) and n = 310 (high GSK3α/β activity). (F) Progression free survival 
(left) and overall survival (right) analysis of Lung SCC patients (TCGA data set) stratified for p-cJUNS73 levels. 
Statistical significance was calculated using log-rank test (Mantel-Cox); n = 48 (high p-cJunS73) and n = 448 (low p-
cJunS73). See also Figure S7. 

We next sought to expand the discovery we made in lung SCC and identify additional tumor types that may 
share a similar metabolic signature. We focused on highly aggressive, therapy resistant tumors that are 
consistently positive for 18F-FDG PET similar to lung SCCs. Head and neck squamous cell carcinomas 
(HNSCC) and osteosarcomas (OS) met these criteria since these tumors are highly glycolytic, 18F-FDG 
positive and show poor response to conventional therapies in the clinic (Jabour et al., 1993; Walter et al., 
2011). We performed RPPA analysis of TCGA data sets for HNSCC and OS identical to our analysis of 
lung SCC and selected tumors with elevated p4EBP1 levels (Figures 7C and S7A). We found that human 
HNSCC and OS patient biopsies with active mTOR signaling do share a conserved metabolic signature 
similar to lung SCC as defined by positive staining for GLUT1, SLC1A5, p4EBP1, pGSK3α/βS21/9 and 
nuclear p-cJUNS73 (compare Figure 7B to Figures 7D and S7B). 

We then tested MLN128+CB-839 in mouse xenografts implanted with the HNSCC tumor line Tu686 and a 
PDX implanted with an OS pulmonary metastasis (OSPM). Both the HNSCC xenografts and OS PDXs 
significantly responded to the combination of MLN128+CB-839 (Figures S7C and S7D). Tumors from 
Tu686 xenografts and PDX004-OS were positive for GLUT1, SLC1A5, p4EBP1, pGSK3α/βS21/9 and 
nuclear p-cJUNS73 staining (Figure S7E). Positive GLUT1 staining associated with high 18F-FDG uptake in 
the patient’s OS tumor (shown in Figure S7D). These results demonstrate that HNSCC and OS share a 
similar metabolic signature with that of lung SCC tumors and are responsive to MLN128+CB-839 
treatment. 

Lastly, we show that patients with low activity of GSK3α/β and high p-cJUNS73 protein expression levels 
had significantly reduced progression free survival (PFS) or overall survival, respectively (Figures 7E and 
and7F).7F). Interestingly, TCGA data suggests that lung SCC patients with high expression of SLC1A5 
had significantly worse PFS and overall survival compared with patients with low expression of SLC1A5 
(Figure S7F). At the same time, SLC1A5 expression did not significantly correlate with PFS or overall 
survival in ADC (Figure S7G) emphasizing importance of glutamine transport in SCC tumor subtype. 
Collectively, our data identified a conserved metabolic signature in hypermetabolic lung SCC, HNSCC and 
OS that predict positive response to combined mTOR and GLS inhibition. In addition, pGSK3α/βS21/9 and 
p-cJUNS73 may have utility as functional biomarkers that can be used to stratify patients for metabolic 
therapies. 
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Discussion 
We present a proof-of-concept study where we describe a mechanism by which lung SCCs circumvent 
mTOR inhibition and suppression of glycolysis by upregulation of glutamine metabolism as summarized 
in Figures 8A–8C. Our use of metabolic profiling of lung SCC by PET and LC-MS identified a dual 
reliance on both glutamine and glucose metabolism. We identified a function of the GSK3α/β pathway as a 
central regulator of adaptive glutamine metabolism that enables lung SCC tumors to escape mTOR 
inhibition by upregulation of GLS. Importantly, we discovered that the phosphorylation state of GSK3α/β 
serves as a predictive biomarker of response or resistance to MLN128. We confirmed that CB-839 together 
with MLN128 was highly effective in reducing tumor growth in a series of lung SCC models that included: 
human cell lines, mouse xenografts, GEMMs and PDXs. Lastly, we decoded a metabolic signature within 
hypermetabolic human lung SCC, HNSCC and OS defined by positive staining for GLUT1, SLC1A5, 
p4EBP1, pGSK3α/βS21/9 and nuclear p-cJUNS73 that were responsive to combined MLN128 and CB-839 
treatment. 

Figure 8. 
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Model of adaptive glutamine metabolism in lung SCC tumors. 

(A) Untreated lung SCC tumors. (B) Adaptation following chronic mTOR inhibition with MLN128. (C) 
Overcoming acquired resistance to MLN128 through GLS inhibition. 

 
Figure 8. 

Model of adaptive glutamine metabolism in lung SCC tumors. 

(A) Untreated lung SCC tumors. (B) Adaptation following chronic mTOR inhibition with MLN128. (C) Overcoming 
acquired resistance to MLN128 through GLS inhibition. 

The mutational landscape of lung SCC is diverse (Cancer Genome Atlas Research, 2012) and SCC have 
high mutational burden (Alexandrov et al., 2013). Therefore unlike in ADCs there is a lack of readily 
targetable driver mutations in SCCs. This was the basis for our rationale to define a conserved metabolic 
phenotype in lung SCC that could be therapeutically targeted independent of defined genetic driver 
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mutations. MLN128 potently inhibited mTORC1 as well as glucose metabolism in lung SCC yet tumors 
continued to grow. We hypothesized that lung SCCs escaped mTOR inhibition not because the drug failed 
to reach its target but rather because tumors upregulated alternative nutrient sources that enabled escape of 
MLN128 treatment. 

We identified that SCC tumors share a tightly conserved metabolic phenotype that is defined in part by 
reliance on glucose and glutamine. Serial PET imaging of KL GEMMs with 11C-Gln and 18F-FDG 
identified high influx of both glutamine and glucose that was consistently elevated and associated with 
intense protein staining for GLUT1 and SLC1A5 transporters consistent with previously published studies 
(Goodwin et al., 2017; Hassanein et al., 2013; Momcilovic et al., 2017). Following up on PET imaging, we 
performed in vivo metabolic tracing of lung SCC tumors that successfully defined a metabolic route by 
which lung SCC tumors adapt to MLN128 through upregulation of glutamine. In the future it will be 
important to decipher cell intrinsic and extrinsic factors that contribute to the differences seen in cellular 
metabolism between lung SCC and ADC tumor histologies. Our work supports previous work that 
accurately defined human lung cancer as a metabolically heterogeneous disease (Hensley et al., 2016). 
Importantly, our results serve to build a more complete model of cancer metabolism in NSCLC that 
encompasses both ADC and SCC tumor subtypes. 

By mapping the GSK3α/β as a regulator of GLS and glutaminolysis we have begun to identify a 
mechanism(s) underlying adaptive glutamine metabolism in lung SCC. Both, pGSK3α/βS21/9 and p-
cJUNS73 have potential to be developed as surrogate biomarkers of response or resistance to MLN128 
treatment. We show that tumors with low levels of pGSK3α/βS21/9 and p-cJUNS73 were sensitive to MLN128 
as a single therapy while tumors with high levels of pGSK3α/βS21/9 and p-cJUNS73 were refractory to 
MLN128. If we extrapolate our results to clinical applications then patients with low phosphorylation of 
GSK3α/βS21/9 and cJUNS73 represent a patient population who may be responsive to single agent MLN128 
while those with tumor(s) having elevated levels of pGSK3α/βS21/9 and p-cJUNS73 would require MLN128 
in combination with CB-839. 

This became our rationale for dual targeting both mTOR and GLS in lung SCC tumors. The combination of 
MLN128 and CB-839 was highly effective in halting growth of aggressive lung SCC tumors. In addition to 
testing upfront combination therapies, it was equally important we test clinically relevant drug delivery 
strategies. Therefore, we tested single dose delivery of MLN128 followed by second line delivery of CB-
839 after tumors became non-responsive to MLN128. CB-839 effectively overcame acquired resistance to 
MLN128 in GEMMs and PDXs with tumors rapidly undergoing necrosis and cell death in a little as 5 days. 

In a clinical setting, biomarkers will be needed to identify metabolically active tumors that will be 
responsive to MLN128 and CB-839 treatment. Our discovery of a conserved metabolic signature in lung 
SCC, HNSCC and OS suggest that hypermetabolic, 18F-FDG avid tumors may be responsive to 
combinatorial treatment with MLN128 and CB-839. In addition to NSCLC, high 18F-FDG uptake correlates 
with significantly worse survival in number of cancers, including HNSCC (Minn et al., 1997) and OS 
(Hwang et al., 2016). Here, PET imaging becomes not only a prognostic marker of aggressive cancer but 
also the first of a series of biomarkers to guide therapy. While our data demonstrate 11C-Gln and 18F-FDG 
pair well to identify hypermetabolic tumors with influx of glucose and glutamine, future studies coupling 
mass spectrometry based approaches are needed to validate 11C-Gln as a bona fide probe of glutamine 
dependent metabolism in lung SCC, HNSCC and OS tumors. 

While genetically disparate in their mutation spectrums, lung SCC, HNSCC and OS all shared a conserved 
metabolic signature and showed significant response to MLN128 and CB-839 treatment. We demonstrate 
that metabolic profiling of tumor biomarkers by both PET imaging and histology can accurately stratify 
patients and delineate responders from non-responders. Targeted therapies such as MLN128 and CB-839 
have an important role in oncology but only when used in the correct context and combination. 
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Importantly, combinatorial use of MLN128 and CB-839 may provide a much needed therapeutic benefit for 
lung SCC, HNSCC and OS patients who are frequently refractory to conventional therapies. 

The STAR Methods 

CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING 

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by 
the Lead Contact, David B. Shackelford (ude.alcu.tendem@droflekcahSD) 

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS 

Cell lines 

Cells were maintained at 37°C in a humidified incubator with 5% CO2. H460, H520, H596, H1703, H226, 
H2170 and SW900 cells were obtained from ATCC. RH2 lung cell line was a kind gift from Dr. Steven 
Dubinett (UCLA); HCC15 cell line was a kind gift from Dr. John Minna (UT Southwestern); Tu686 cell 
line was a kind gift from Dr. Maie St.John (UCLA). All cell lines were routinely tested and confirmed to be 
free of Mycoplasma using the LookOut Mycoplasma PCR Detection Kit (Sigma). Cell lines were 
authenticated in the UCLA Genotyping and Sequencing Core utilizing Promega’s DNA IQ System and 
Powerplex 1.2 system, and all cells were utilized within 10 passages of genotyping. Cells were grown in 
Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) plus 5% fetal bovine serum (Hyclone) and 1% 
penicillin/streptomycin (Gibco). 

Patient derived xenografts 

PDXs were established in our lab using 6–12 weeks old NSG mice implanted with tumor tissue from 
patients undergoing surgeries. All patients provided written informed consent for use of samples in research 
under protocols approved by Institutional Review Boards at University of California, Los Angeles IRB # 
10–001096 (for SCC), IRB #10–001857 (for OS) and at Long Beach Memorial Hospital IRB #208–13 (for 
SCC). 

Mice 

Mice were housed in pathogen-free facilities at University of California Los Angeles (UCLA). All 
experimental procedures performed on mice were approved by the UCLA Animal Research Committee 
(ARC). Both male and female mice were used in all experiments and no preference in mouse gender was 
given for any of the studies. 

KrasG12D;Lkb1−/−;Luc mice 

We performed therapeutic studies with genetically engineered mouse model of lung cancer using Lox-Stop-
Lox KrasG12D, Lkb1 lox/lox, Rosa26-Lox-Stop-Lox-Luciferase mice (KL). Lung tumors were induced by 
intranasal administration of 2.5 × 106 plaque forming units of Adenoviral Cre (Gene Transfer Vector Core, 
University of Iowa) when mice were between 8–18 weeks of age. Four weeks after administration of 
Adenoviral Cre, mice were imaged with bioluminescence imager (IVIS, PerkinElmer) following 150 mg/kg 
injection of luciferin. Total luminescence flux (photons/sec) was calculated for area covering mouse chest 
area for both ventral and dorsal sides. Mice were randomized for treatment with vehicle or MLN128 
according to luminescence flux. Mice were euthanized after ~12 weeks after tumor initiation (~20–40 
weeks of age). 

NSG mice 
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NOD.Cg-Prkdcscid IL2rgtm1Wjl / SzJ (NSG) mice were purchased from Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME). 
Female NSG mice between 6–12 weeks old were used for patient derived xenograft (PDX) studies. 

SCID (Beige) mice 

SCID (Beige) mice were purchased from the Department of Radiation Oncology’s Division of Molecular 
and Cellular Oncology Animal Core. Female SCID (Beige) mice between 6–12 weeks old were used for 
xenografts studies with established human cell lines. 

METHOD DETAILS 

Therapeutic studies in GEMMs 

For treatment study with MLN128, following intranasal administration of Adenoviral Cre, KL mice were 
randomly sorted into two groups following imaging with bioluminescence: vehicle and MLN128. 
Treatment was initiated 4 weeks post Adenoviral Cre delivery. Following 8 weeks of daily treatment with 
Vehicle or 1 mg/kg MLN128, mice were subject to imaging with 18F-FDG and CT. For PET/CT imaging 
study with two radio-tracers, KL mice received intraperitoneal injection with 250 mg/kg Naphthalene 72 hr 
prior to Adenoviral Cre delivery; 10 weeks later mice were imaged with 18F-FDG and 48 hr later with 11C-
Glutamine. Using Naphthalene leads to destruction of secretory Clara cells and subsequent proliferation of 
basal cell (Hong et al., 2004; Rawlins et al., 2007). This leads to enrichment in SCC tumors in KL mice 
when coupled with Adenoviral Cre delivery. For the second line therapy with CB-839 in KL mice, tumors 
were induced with Adenoviral Cre. Four weeks after tumor induction, mice started receiving daily 
treatment of MLN128. After 8 weeks of daily 1 mg/kg MLN128 treatment, mice were randomly selected to 
receive either 1 mg/kg MLN128 (i.p., q.d.) + Vehicle (p.o., b.i.d.) or 1 mg/kg MLN128 (i.p., q.d.) + 200 
mg/kg CB-839 (p.o., b.i.d.) for additional 5–13 days. 

Therapeutic studies in xenografts 

White SCID (Beige) mice (6–12 weeks old) were injected subcutaneously into two lower flanks with 
3X105 cells (RH2), 5X105 cells (H460), 1X106 cells (H1703 and H2170) or 2.5X106 cells (Tu686) 
suspended in 50% PBS, 50% Matrigel (Corning) and allowed to grow to 75–100 mm3 before treatment was 
started. Animals were randomly assigned to one of two groups: Vehicle or 1 mg/kg MLN128 (i.p., q.d.). 
For experiment with Tu686 xenografts, mice were randomly assigned to one of four treatment groups: 
Vehicle, 1 mg/kg MLN128 (i.p., q.d.), 200 mg/kg CB-839 (p.o., b.i.d.), 1 mg/kg MLN128 + 200 mg/kg 
CB-839. Body weights (g) and caliper measurements ((LxW2)÷2 = mm3) were recorded trice a week. At the 
end of the study animal tissue was fixed in 10 % buffered formalin 2 hr after the final dose. Additionally, 
some of the mice were imaged with 18F-FDG and CT at the end of the study. 

Therapeutic studies in PDXs 

PDX005, PDX007 and PDX004-OS were established in our lab using 6–12 weeks old NSG mice. PDXs 
were established by subcutaneously injecting ~2 mm3 pieces of tissue into both flanks of NSG mice. Once 
tumors reached ~75 mm3 mice were randomly assigned to one of four treatment groups: Vehicle, 1 mg/kg 
MLN128 (i.p., q.d.), 200 mg/kg CB-839 (p.o., b.i.d.), 1 mg/kg MLN128 + 200 mg/kg CB-839. Body 
weights (g) and caliper measurements ((LxW2)÷2 = mm3) were recorded trice a week. For the second line 
therapy study with CB-839 using PDX005, when tumors reached ~75 mm3 mice were randomly assigned to 
either Vehicle or 1 mg/kg MLN128 (i.p., q.d.) group. After 15 days, mice in MLN128 group were 
randomly assigned to receive 1 mg/kg MLN128 (i.p., q.d.) + Vehicle or 1 mg/kg MLN128 (i.p., q.d.) + 200 
mg/kg CB-839 (p.o., b.i.d.) for additional 19 days. 

Drugs used in vivo 
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The vehicle for CB-839 consisted of 25% (w/v) hydroxypropyl-β-cyclodextrin in 10 mmol/L citrate, pH 2. 
CB-839 was formulated as a solution at 20 mg/mL (w/v) in vehicle. Both were provided by Calithera 
Biosciences. Vehicle and CB-839 (200 mg/kg) were delivered by oral gavage twice daily (9 am and 5 pm). 
MLN128 (Active Biochem) was dissolved in 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone, then diluted in 15% PEG400 
diluted in water. MLN128 was delivered at 1 mg/kg by i.p. injection once daily (9 am). Rapamycin was 
dissolved in 5% Tween 80, then diluted in 5% PEG400 diluted in water. Rapamycin was delivered at 1 
mg/kg by i.p. injection once daily (9 am). 

Tracing with 13C6-Glucose and 13C5-Glutamine 

Mice were fasted for 6 hr prior to infusions. Infusions with 13C6-glucose (Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, 
CLM-1396-PK) and with 13C5-Glutamine (Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, CLM-1822-H-PK) were 
performed via tail vein catheters for 120 min. 13C6-glucose was infused at 30 mg/kg/min and 13C5-
Glutamine was infused at 3 mg/kg/min. Mice were kept under 2% isoflurane on warm pads for the entire 
duration of the infusion. We chose to infuse animals while under isoflurane rather than using conscious free 
moving animals as this closely matches conditions we use for PET/CT imaging. At the end of the infusion, 
mice were terminally anesthetized with 100% isoflurane and tissues were dissected within 3–5 min. Tissues 
was snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80°C. 

Metabolite extraction and mass spectrometry 

The experiments were performed as described previously (Momcilovic et al., 2017; Thai et al., 2014). 
Briefly, 5–10 mg of frozen tissue was homogenized in 1 ml 80% methanol (−80°C), centrifuged for 5 min 
at top speed (4°C) and supernatant was transferred to a separate tube. Protein content (BCA protein kit) was 
measured after tissue pellet was resuspended in SDS lysis buffer (10 mM Tris HCl pH 7.5, 100 nM NaCl, 
1% SDS). Supernatant equivalent to 5–10 μg of protein was transferred to a glass tube, 10 nM of norvaline 
was added and samples were dried using EZ-2 Elite evaporator (Genevac). Dried samples were stored in 
−80°C freezer until further processing. For the mass spectrometry-based analysis of the sample, 5 mu were 
injected onto a Luna NH2 (150 mm x 2 mm, Phenomenex) column. The samples were analyzed with an 
UltiMate 3000RSLC (Thermo Scientific) coupled to a Q Exactive mass spectrometer (Thermo Scientific). 
The Q Exactive was run with polarity switching (+4.00 kV / −4.00 kV) in full scan mode with an m/z range 
of 65–975. Separation was achieved using A) 5 mM NH4AcO (pH 9.9) and B) ACN. The gradient started 
with 15% A) going to 90% A) over 18 min, followed by an isocratic step for 9 min. and reversal to the 
initial 15% A) for 7 min. Metabolites were quantified with TraceFinder 3.3 using accurate mass 
measurements (≤ 3 ppm) and retention times established by running pure standards. Relative amounts of 
metabolites between various conditions, as well as percentage of labeling, were calculated and corrected for 
naturally occurring 13C abundance (Moseley, 2010). 

Metabolite measurements in media 

Media was collected from tissue culture plates and analyzed for glucose and glutamine concentrations 
using the Bioanalyzer 4 (Nova Biomedical). Cells were seeded into 6 cm plates overnight and were 
subsequently treated with DMSO (Vehicle), MLN128, Rapamycin or CHIR99021 in fresh DMEM medium 
for 72 hr. Metabolite concentrations were normalized to cell number. 

GLS activity 

Activity of GLS was measured using GLS activity kit (Biomedical Research Service and Clinical 
Applications, NY) according to manufacturers’ instructions. 

Western Blotting 
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For in vitro studies MLN128 (Active Biochem), Rapamycin (LC laboratories), CHIR99021 (Cayman 
Chemical), and JNK-IN-8 (Fisher Scientific) were dissolved in DMSO. After treatment, cells were quickly 
rinsed with PBS, and then lysed in boiling SDS lysis buffer (10 mM Tris pH 7.5, 100 nM NaCl, 1% SDS). 
Lysates were sheared by passing through 25 gauge needle attached to 1 ml syringe. Protein content was 
normalized using BCA protein kit. Samples were resolved by SDS-PAGE, transferred to PVDF membrane, 
and blocked in 5% non-fat dry milk. PVDF membranes were incubated with primary antibodies overnight. 
Antibodies from Cell Signaling Technology, Sigma and Alpha Diagnostic used for immunoblots were 
diluted 1:2000; antibodies from Abcam were diluted 1:5000. All antibodies are listed in the Key Resources 
Table. 

KEY RESOURCES TABLE 

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER 

Antibodies 

Rabbit monoclonal anti-Cytokeratin 5 (RRID: 

AB_869890) 

Abcam Cat# ab52635; Clone 

EP1601Y 

Mouse monoclonal anti-TTF1 Dako/Agilent Cat# M357529–2; Clone 

8G7G3/1 

Rabbit polyclonal anti-Glut1 Alpha Diagnostic Cat# GT11-A 

Rabbit monoclonal anti-Ki67 (RRID: AB_2314700) ThermoFisher Cat# MA5–14520; Clone SP6 

Rabbit monoclonal anti-phospho S6 ribosomal protein 

(Ser 235/236) (RRID: AB_916156) 

Cell Signaling Technology Cat# 4858; Clone D57.2.2E 

Rabbit polyclonal anti-SLC1A5 (RRID: AB_10670587) Sigma Cat# HPA035239 

Rabbit monoclonal anti-phospho Akt (Thr 308) (RRID: 

AB_331163) 

Cell Signaling Technology Cat# 4056; Clone 244F9 

Rabbit polyclonal anti-phospho GSK3α/β (Ser 21/9) 

(RRID: AB_329830) 

Cell Signaling Technology Cat# 9331 

Rabbit monoclonal anti-cMyc (RRID: AB_731658) Abcam Cat# ab32072; Clone Y69 

Rabbit monoclonal anti-cJun (RRID: AB_2130165) Cell Signaling Technology Cat# 9165; clone 60A8 

Rabbit monoclonal anti-Glutaminase (RRID: 

AB_2721038) 

Abcam Cat# ab156876; Clone EP7212 

Rabbit monoclonal anti-phospho p70 S6 kinase (Thr 

389) (RRID: AB_2269803) 

Cell Signaling Technology Cat# 9234, Clone 108D2 
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER 

Rabbit monoclonal anti-b-actin (RRID: AB_2223172) Cell Signaling Technology Cat# 4970, Clone 13E5 

Rabbit monoclonal anti-phospho cJun (Ser 73) (RRID: 

AB_2129575) 

Cell Signaling Technology Cat# 3270, Clone D47G9 

Rabbit polyclonal anti-PDK1 (RRID: AB_10828201) Cell Signaling Technology Cat# 3062 

Rabbit monoclonal anti-GSK3α/β (RRID: 

AB_10547140) 

Cell Signaling Technology Cat# 5676, Clone D75D3 

Rabbit monoclonal anti-Hexokinase II (RRID: 

AB_2232946) 

Cell Signaling Technology Cat# 2867, Clone C64G5 

Bacterial and Virus Strains 

Adenoviral Cre (Ad5CMVCre) University of Iowa Viral Vector Core Cat# VVC-U of Iowa-5 

Biological Samples 

Patient-derived xenografts (PDX) This study N/A 

Human lung cancer IHC slides UCLA N/A 

Human head and neck cancer IHC slides UCLA N/A 

Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins 

MLN128, mTOR inhibitor, catalytic Active Biochem Cat# A-1443; CAS # 

1224844–38-5 

Rapamycin, mTOR inhibitor, allosteric LC Laboratories Cat# R-5000; CAS # 53123–

88-9 

MK2206, AKT inhibitor Selleckchem Cat# S1078, CAS # 1032350–

13-2 

CHIR99021, GSK3α/β inhibitor Cayman Chemical Cat# 13122; CAS # 252917–

06-9 

JNK-in-8, JNK inhibitor Fisher Scientific Cat# NC0853526; CAS # 

1410880–22-6 



REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER 

CB-839, GLS inhibitor ApexBio Cat# B4799; CAS# 1439399–

58-2 

CB-839, GLS inhibitor Calithera Biosciences N/A 

13C-Glucose (U-13C6, 99%) Cambridge Isotope Laboratories Cat# CLM-1396; CAS# 

110187–42-3 

13C-Glutamine (13C5, 99%) Cambridge Isotope Laboratories Cat# CLM-1822-H; CAS 

184161–19-1 

DL-Norvaline Sigma Cat# N7502; CAS 760–78-1 

18F-FDG ([18F]fluoro-2-deoxy-glucose) UCLA N/A 

11C-Glutamine Sam Sadeghi Lab, UCLA N/A 

Matrigel Membrane matrix Fisher Scientific Cat# CB-40234C 

Naphthalene Sigma Cat# 147141; CAS# 91–20-3 

Critical Commercial Assays 

BCA protein assay kit ThermoFisher Cat # 23225 

Glutaminase Assay kit Biomedical Research Service and 

Clinical Application 

Cat # E-133 

Deposited Data 

Lung adenocarcinoma expression data TCGA www.cbioportal.org 

Lung squamous carcinoma expression data TCGA www.cbioportal.org 

Microarray data: Vehicle vs MLN128 treated lung SCC 

tumors isolated from KrasG12D; Lkb1-/- mice 

This study GEO: GSE110108 

Experimental Models: Cell Lines 

RH2 Steven M. Dubinett lab (UCLA) N/A 

NCI-H460 (Male) (RRID: CVCL_0459) ATCC HTB-177 

NCI-H1703 (Male) (RRID: CVCL_1490) ATCC CRL-5889 

http://www.cbioportal.org/
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER 

NCI-H2170 (Male) (RRID: CVCL_1535) ATCC CRL-5928 

HCC15 (Male) John Minna lab (UT Southwestern) N/A 

SW900 (Male) (RRID: CVCL_1731) ATCC HTB-59 

NCI-H520 (Male) (RRID: CVCL_1566) ATCC HTB-182 

NCI-H596 (Male) (RRID: CVCL_1571) ATCC HTB-178 

NCI-H226 (Male) (RRID: CVCL_1544) ATCC CRL-5826 

Tu686 (RRID: CVCL_4916) Maie St.John lab (UCLA) N/A 

Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains 

Mouse strain: NSG; NOD.Cg-Prkdcscid IL2rgtm1Wjl / SzJ 

(RRID: IMSR_JAX:005557) 

The Jackson Laboratory Cat # 005557 

Mouse strain: SCID (beige) UCLA Animal Core – Division of 

Molecular and Cellular Oncology 

N/A 

Mouse strain: KL luc; Lox-stop-lox KrasG12D; LKB1fl/fl; 

Lox-stop-lox Luciferase 

Shackelford et al, 2013 N/A 

Recombinant DNA 

pLKO.1-puro-scrambled shRNA Sigma Cat# SHC002 

pLKO.1-puro-shRNA targeting human GLS (134) Sigma Cat# TRCN0000051134 

pLKO.1-puro-shRNA targeting human GLS (135) Sigma Cat# TRCN0000051135 

esiEGFP; control siRNA Sigma Cat# EHUEGFP 

esi-cMyc Sigma Cat# EHU021051 

siSCR; control siRNA Sigma Cat# SIC001 

c-Jun siRNA #1, targeting human c-Jun Sigma Cat# SASI_Hs02_00333461 

c-Jun siRNA #2, targeting human c-Jun Sigma Cat# SASI_Hs01_00150279 

Software and Algorithms 



REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER 

QuPath (Bankhead et al., 2017) qupath.github.io 

GraphPad Prism 6.0 GraphPad www.graphpad.com 

AMIDE (Loening and Gambhir, 2003) amide.sourceforge.net 

Other 

NuPAGE 4–12% Bis-Tris Protein Gels, 1.5mm, 15-well ThermoFisher Cat # NP0336BOX 

PVDF membrane ThermoFisher Cat # 88518 

G8 PET/CT Preclinical Imaging System PerkinElmer Cat# CLS139564 

KEY RESOURCES TABLE 

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER 

Antibodies 

Rabbit monoclonal anti-Cytokeratin 5 (RRID: 

AB_869890) 

Abcam Cat# ab52635; Clone 

EP1601Y 

Mouse monoclonal anti-TTF1 Dako/Agilent Cat# M357529–2; Clone 

8G7G3/1 

Rabbit polyclonal anti-Glut1 Alpha Diagnostic Cat# GT11-A 

Rabbit monoclonal anti-Ki67 (RRID: AB_2314700) ThermoFisher Cat# MA5–14520; Clone SP6 

Rabbit monoclonal anti-phospho S6 ribosomal protein 

(Ser 235/236) (RRID: AB_916156) 

Cell Signaling Technology Cat# 4858; Clone D57.2.2E 

Rabbit polyclonal anti-SLC1A5 (RRID: AB_10670587) Sigma Cat# HPA035239 

Rabbit monoclonal anti-phospho Akt (Thr 308) (RRID: 

AB_331163) 

Cell Signaling Technology Cat# 4056; Clone 244F9 

Rabbit polyclonal anti-phospho GSK3α/β (Ser 21/9) 

(RRID: AB_329830) 

Cell Signaling Technology Cat# 9331 

Rabbit monoclonal anti-cMyc (RRID: AB_731658) Abcam Cat# ab32072; Clone Y69 

Rabbit monoclonal anti-cJun (RRID: AB_2130165) Cell Signaling Technology Cat# 9165; clone 60A8 
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER 

Rabbit monoclonal anti-Glutaminase (RRID: 

AB_2721038) 

Abcam Cat# ab156876; Clone EP7212 

Rabbit monoclonal anti-phospho p70 S6 kinase (Thr 

389) (RRID: AB_2269803) 

Cell Signaling Technology Cat# 9234, Clone 108D2 

Rabbit monoclonal anti-b-actin (RRID: AB_2223172) Cell Signaling Technology Cat# 4970, Clone 13E5 

Rabbit monoclonal anti-phospho cJun (Ser 73) (RRID: 

AB_2129575) 

Cell Signaling Technology Cat# 3270, Clone D47G9 

Rabbit polyclonal anti-PDK1 (RRID: AB_10828201) Cell Signaling Technology Cat# 3062 

Rabbit monoclonal anti-GSK3α/β (RRID: 

AB_10547140) 

Cell Signaling Technology Cat# 5676, Clone D75D3 

Rabbit monoclonal anti-Hexokinase II (RRID: 

AB_2232946) 

Cell Signaling Technology Cat# 2867, Clone C64G5 

Bacterial and Virus Strains 

Adenoviral Cre (Ad5CMVCre) University of Iowa Viral Vector Core Cat# VVC-U of Iowa-5 

Biological Samples 

Patient-derived xenografts (PDX) This study N/A 

Human lung cancer IHC slides UCLA N/A 

Human head and neck cancer IHC slides UCLA N/A 

Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins 

MLN128, mTOR inhibitor, catalytic Active Biochem Cat# A-1443; CAS # 

1224844–38-5 

Rapamycin, mTOR inhibitor, allosteric LC Laboratories Cat# R-5000; CAS # 53123–

88-9 

MK2206, AKT inhibitor Selleckchem Cat# S1078, CAS # 1032350–

13-2 



REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER 

CHIR99021, GSK3α/β inhibitor Cayman Chemical Cat# 13122; CAS # 252917–

06-9 

JNK-in-8, JNK inhibitor Fisher Scientific Cat# NC0853526; CAS # 

1410880–22-6 

CB-839, GLS inhibitor ApexBio Cat# B4799; CAS# 1439399–

58-2 

CB-839, GLS inhibitor Calithera Biosciences N/A 

13C-Glucose (U-13C6, 99%) Cambridge Isotope Laboratories Cat# CLM-1396; CAS# 

110187–42-3 

13C-Glutamine (13C5, 99%) Cambridge Isotope Laboratories Cat# CLM-1822-H; CAS 

184161–19-1 

DL-Norvaline Sigma Cat# N7502; CAS 760–78-1 

18F-FDG ([18F]fluoro-2-deoxy-glucose) UCLA N/A 

11C-Glutamine Sam Sadeghi Lab, UCLA N/A 

Matrigel Membrane matrix Fisher Scientific Cat# CB-40234C 

Naphthalene Sigma Cat# 147141; CAS# 91–20-3 

Critical Commercial Assays 

BCA protein assay kit ThermoFisher Cat # 23225 

Glutaminase Assay kit Biomedical Research Service and 

Clinical Application 

Cat # E-133 

Deposited Data 

Lung adenocarcinoma expression data TCGA www.cbioportal.org 

Lung squamous carcinoma expression data TCGA www.cbioportal.org 

Microarray data: Vehicle vs MLN128 treated lung SCC 

tumors isolated from KrasG12D; Lkb1-/- mice 

This study GEO: GSE110108 
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER 

Experimental Models: Cell Lines 

RH2 Steven M. Dubinett lab (UCLA) N/A 

NCI-H460 (Male) (RRID: CVCL_0459) ATCC HTB-177 

NCI-H1703 (Male) (RRID: CVCL_1490) ATCC CRL-5889 

NCI-H2170 (Male) (RRID: CVCL_1535) ATCC CRL-5928 

HCC15 (Male) John Minna lab (UT Southwestern) N/A 

SW900 (Male) (RRID: CVCL_1731) ATCC HTB-59 

NCI-H520 (Male) (RRID: CVCL_1566) ATCC HTB-182 

NCI-H596 (Male) (RRID: CVCL_1571) ATCC HTB-178 

NCI-H226 (Male) (RRID: CVCL_1544) ATCC CRL-5826 

Tu686 (RRID: CVCL_4916) Maie St.John lab (UCLA) N/A 

Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains 

Mouse strain: NSG; NOD.Cg-Prkdcscid IL2rgtm1Wjl / SzJ 

(RRID: IMSR_JAX:005557) 

The Jackson Laboratory Cat # 005557 

Mouse strain: SCID (beige) UCLA Animal Core – Division of 

Molecular and Cellular Oncology 

N/A 

Mouse strain: KL luc; Lox-stop-lox KrasG12D; LKB1fl/fl; 

Lox-stop-lox Luciferase 

Shackelford et al, 2013 N/A 

Recombinant DNA 

pLKO.1-puro-scrambled shRNA Sigma Cat# SHC002 

pLKO.1-puro-shRNA targeting human GLS (134) Sigma Cat# TRCN0000051134 

pLKO.1-puro-shRNA targeting human GLS (135) Sigma Cat# TRCN0000051135 

esiEGFP; control siRNA Sigma Cat# EHUEGFP 

esi-cMyc Sigma Cat# EHU021051 



REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER 

siSCR; control siRNA Sigma Cat# SIC001 

c-Jun siRNA #1, targeting human c-Jun Sigma Cat# SASI_Hs02_00333461 

c-Jun siRNA #2, targeting human c-Jun Sigma Cat# SASI_Hs01_00150279 

Software and Algorithms 

QuPath (Bankhead et al., 2017) qupath.github.io 

GraphPad Prism 6.0 GraphPad www.graphpad.com 

AMIDE (Loening and Gambhir, 2003) amide.sourceforge.net 

Other 

NuPAGE 4–12% Bis-Tris Protein Gels, 1.5mm, 15-well ThermoFisher Cat # NP0336BOX 

PVDF membrane ThermoFisher Cat # 88518 

G8 PET/CT Preclinical Imaging System PerkinElmer Cat# CLS139564 

 

Cell Viability Assay 

Cell viability was measured using trypan blue exclusion assay (ViCell XR, Beckman Coulter). 

Generation of cell lines expressing shRNA and siRNA 

Lentiviral vectors (pLKO.1 plasmids) were transduced into HEK293T cells using standard protocols. 
Lentiviral supernatants collected from HEK293T cells were filtered and used to infect RH2 cells in the 
presence of polybrene (8 μg/ml) for 24 hr. Selection with puromycin (1 μg/ml) started 72 hr post-infection. 
Stable knockdowns were used for assays. 

For transfection with esiRNA or siRNA, cells were seeded in 6-well plates and esiRNAs or siRNAs 
combined with Lipofectamine RNAiMax (according to manufacturers protocol) were added along with 
either vehicle or 10 μM CHIR99021. Following 72 hr incubation, cells were collected for Western blot 
analysis. 

Histology and immunohistochemical analysis 

Tissue isolation, fixation and staining procedures were performed as previously described (Momcilovic et 
al., 2017; Momcilovic et al., 2015; Shackelford et al., 2013). Briefly, lungs or tumors were fixed overnight 
in 10% buffered formalin, and then transferred to 70% ethanol. Tissues were processed and embedded by 
TPCL at UCLA. The following antibodies were used: phospho-4EBP1 (Thr37/46) (Cell Signaling 
Technology, #2855 1:800), anti-CK5 (EP1601Y) (abcam, ab52635 1:100), anti-TTF1 (8G7G3/1) (Dako, 
1:1000), anti-Ki67 (SP6) (Thermo Scientific, RM-9106-S0 1:200), phospho-S6 (Cell Signaling 
Technology, #4585 1:400), phospho-GSK3α/β (Ser21/9) (Cell Signaling Technology, #9331 1:50), c-Jun 
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(Cell Signaling Technology, #9165 1:800), phospho-c-Jun (S73) (D47G9) (Cell Signaling Technology, 
#3270 1:200), anti-SLC1A5 (Sigma, HPA035240, 1:400), anti-GLUT1 (Alpha Diagnostic, GT11A, 1:400), 
anti-Myc (Y69) (abcam, ab32072, 1:100). Slides were scanned onto a ScanScope AT (Aperio 
Technologies, Inc., Vista, CA). Digital slides were analyzed with QuPath software in order to determine 
percent positive cells for Ki67, GLUT1 and p4EBP1 stains. 

PET imaging 

In vivo small animal imaging was conducted at the Crump Institute’s Preclinical Imaging Technology 
Center. Mice we injected via lateral tail vein with ratio-tracer (70 μCi for 18F-FDG and 200–400 μCi 
for 11C-L-glutamine), underwent 60 min uptake under 2% isoflurane anesthesia, followed by microPET (G8 
PET/CT, PerkinElmer) and microCT (CrumpCAT, Arion Hadjioannou laboratory) imaging. Synthesis 
of 11C-L-Glutamine was performed as previously described (Momcilovic et al., 2017). Quantification 
of 18F-FDG uptake was done using AMIDE software by drawing region of interest (ROI) over tumor and 
heart and plotting maximum uptake values (SUVmax) as percent injected dose per gram (%ID/g). 

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
The statistical tests were calculated using GraphPad Prism 6. Details of the specific statistical analysis are 
indicated in the figure legends. 

DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY 
The microarray data reported in this paper has been deposited to NCBO GEO under accession 
number GSE110108. 

Human lung cancer gene expression data generated by TCGA and utilized in this paper can be accessed via 
cBioPortal (www.cBioPortal). 

 
Significance 

Lung SCC are characterized as highly glycolytic, highly aggressive and resistant conventional 
chemotherapy. In this study we functionally profiled metabolic dependencies and mechanisms of metabolic 
adaptation in lung SCC to identify therapeutic strategies to treat lung SCC. We discovered that lung SCC 
are reliant on both glucose and glutamine metabolism for survival and readily adapt their metabolism 
through the GSK3α/β signaling pathway. Analysis of a panel of glycolytic human tumors that include SCC 
of the lung, head and neck, as well as osteosarcomas revealed a metabolic signature that is conserved. This 
signature may be predictive of patient outcome, and we propose it can be used to stratify patients for 
metabolic based therapies. 

 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6451645/#R27
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE110108
http://www.cbioportal/
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